
Community Advisory Group — Meeting #2 

3 December 2020

Star of the South



We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the lands on which we all 
meet today and pay our respect to their elders past, present and 
future.  
In particular, we recognise the Gunaikurnai people as Traditional 
Owners of the area in which the Star of the South would be located.
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1. Welcome



2. Actions from previous meeting
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Communication between meetings

Let’s keep in touch and share updates between meetings
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• https://getinvolved.starofthesouth.com.au/cagmember/

• Closed page – members only, user name and password required

• Let us know if this is useful / working / ideas to improve

https://getinvolved.starofthesouth.com.au/cagmember/
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3. Terms of Reference
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4. What’s happening on the project



Current activities and latest news

• Re-opening the Gippsland office 

• New project website  

• Site investigations continuing at sea and on land

• Updated safety notice for mariners – offshore monitoring equipment

• Assessment of transmission corridor options

• Planning and assessment process progressing with a Technical 
Reference Group meeting for the first time in December

• Victorian budget – funding to prepare for innovative and 
transformational renewable energy and hydrogen projects, such as 
offshore wind

• ICN Gateway accepting expressions of interest from businesses 
interested in staying informed and future opportunities on the project

Our current focus is on investigating and understanding local conditions
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https://www.starofthesouth.com.au/
https://gateway.icn.org.au/project/4604/star-of-the-south-offshore-wind-project


Some of what we’re seeing

Our environmental studies will continue across 2021, collecting baseline data across different seasons
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Break
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4. Focus on transmission



Transmission system
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A transmission system is needed to connect energy generated by offshore turbines to the grid in the Latrobe Valley



Identifying route options
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A commitment to use underground cables narrowed possible options down to three

• An initial study was completed in 2019 to identify possible 
route options, constraints and considerations

• Constraints
• Areas of environmental significance (e.g. RAMSAR sites, National Parks)
• Waterways

• Topography – hilly ranges

• Townships
• Existing infrastructure 

• Areas of cultural significance

• Opportunities
• Potential to co-locate with existing infrastructure (roads, powerlines)

• Commitment to using underground cables, unless it’s not 
technically feasible or where overhead lines would have 
lower impacts

• Three possible options for underground cables were 
identified



What does trenching look like?
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Building a high voltage transmission system is a big undertaking



Three possible route options
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Each option has pros and cons. All share a common 25km section between Hiamdale and the Latrobe Valley



Assessing the options and selecting a route
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MCAs are commonly used to weigh up the pros and cons of different options

• We’re undertaking a Multi Criteria Analysis 
(MCA) to assist with decision making

• An MCA is a method for evaluating, 
comparing and weighing up a range of 
important criteria 

• Our MCA will help us understand, consider 
and balance different project aspects, values 
and perspectives

• The goal is to identify which route will result 
in the best outcome overall

MCA

Landholder

Community

Technical 

Land use

CostEnvironment

Heritage

Safety

Constructability



Inputs to the MCA
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Extensive work - desktop studies, field work, technical investigations and stakeholder feedback – will inform the MCA

Inputs have been collected through desktop studies, field 
work, technical investigations and consultation across 
2020 to build our understanding of each route 

What we have learned will feed into the MCA, to support 
a well informed, evidence based assessment

• Landholder feedback

• Community feedback 

• Feedback from government regulators 

• Flora and fauna surveys

• Engineering and constructability investigations

• Preliminary Cultural Heritage study and consultation 
with GLaWAC

• Marine seabed studies

• Soil testing 

• Feature survey

• Cost estimates



Landholder consultation

Landholder feedback will play an important part in selecting and refining the design of a transmission route

• Initial meetings with landholders in March 2020

• Partnership approach

• Land use on the three options is mainly grazing 
(50%), crown land (21%) or plantations (20%). 
Other uses include dairy operations, rural 
residential and horse agistment.

• Top five issues raised by landholders
• Compensation 
• Property management 

• Re-positioning cable alignment to minimise impacts

• Preference for underground cable

• Issues from previous experience dealing with asset 
owners

• Most landholders have assisted by provided 
access to their land for flora and fauna surveys
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Community members told us to choose a route that reduces impacts to the environment, farms and local communities

Community consultation
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We asked people to share local knowledge and what’s important to 
consider when deciding which option to progress through planning 
and design

We heard

• Support for using underground cables

• Select the corridor with the least environmental impact on land 
and at sea

• Select the corridor with the least impact to farms and private 
landholders

• Design the route to avoid native vegetation removal wherever 
possible

• Support for following Basslink as much as possible

• Consider opportunities to share infrastructure with other projects

• Maintain recreational use of Reeves Beach 

• Recognition that practical considerations such as constructability, 
access, cost and efficiency will be an important part of the 
decision

Does this feedback align with your 
understanding of community views? 
Is there anything important 
missing?



What next?
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Once a corridor is selected, there is still a lot of work ahead to finalise an alignment

• Finalise studies and complete the MCA

• Decide which route/s to progress through planning and design 

• Communicate the decision to landholders and the community

• Detailed discussions with landholders about an option agreement for the easement and compensation

• Detailed assessment of potential impacts as part of an Environment Impact Statement (EIS) and 
Environment Effects Statement (EES) across 2021-22

• Further engineering design, with input from landholders and ongoing environmental studies, to refine 
the route alignment
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5. Questions and discussion

Has the discussion about transmission raised questions for you?
What else are you hearing about in the community, or wondering 
about yourself?
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6. Other items



Thank you
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